
     Bezzera Victoria Red 3 Group
Espresso Machine BZVICTORIA3R
 
Quick Overview
  

Heavy Duty Multi-Boiler Technology. Victoria coffee machine
system meets the request of the Worldwide coffee industry
evolution; the triple boiler system allows to program accurate
temperature setting while the brewing profile system allows to
program pressure profiles to get the best from single origin and
from sophisticated coffee blends from all over the world.
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Heavy duty multi-boiler technology
Multi-boiler system
TFT display programming
Patented brewing profile system
Automatic water regeneration
Coffee temperature control
Available in red and White models

 
  Description

  

Our Espresso Machines are carefully designed to meet every product's brewing capacity, with a modern and stylish touch̶perfect
for your kitchen!

 

Main Technical Features:

Multi-boiler system. The ultimate production capacity in the right moment: Victoria system is equipped with 3
independent boilers with dedicated On/Off switch: left steam output boiler, right steam and hot water output boiler, and
each brew unit has its own coffee boiler, a special program connect the 2 main steam boilers in order to get a non-stop
steam generator.
TFT display programming. The programming is done through state of the art touch displays, that by a dedicated human
interface allows to easily program the machine parameters, using pre-set profiles or giving the maximum customisation
opportunity. 
Patented brewing profile system. Using BEZZERA pressure profile patent is possible to brew drip coffee and herbal
infusion with dedicated low pressure programs. The double boiler hydraulic system is drawn by a Volumetric dosage that
allows to set pressure profiles from 3 to 11 bar to maximise the coffee extraction experience. Using BEZZERA pressure
profile patent is possible to brew drip coffee and herbal infusion with dedicated low pressure programs.
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Automatic water regeneration. In order to keep ph and water quality under control the automatic regeneration system of
Water and Steam boilers allows to schedule a daily recycling.
Coffee temperature control. The new coffee extraction temperature control system by PID thermostat, allows an accurate
programming of the coffee temperature in the cup, thanks to the hydraulic circuit thermo stability the exaltation of the
aromas of each type of coffee is granted.

 

Additional Information:

Boiler Capacity: 2x6 + 3x1L
Colour: Red

 

Warranty: 1 Year Parts Only
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Your Shipping Specifications
 

Net Weight (Kg) 120

Width (mm) 1050

Depth (mm) 680

Height (mm) 560

Packing Width (mm) 800

Packing Depth (mm) 1200

Packing Height (mm) 900

Power 415V ; 8300W

Warranty 1 Year Parts Only
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